Adaptive time gain compensation for ultrasonic imaging.
The quality of ultrasonic images is often adversely affected by incorrect time gain compensation (TGC) settings. TGC set up by the operator is inadequate for two reasons: firstly, one gain function is unlikely to be appropriate for all the scan lines in an image and secondly, the operator may not have sufficient time or experience to optimise it. Adaptive processing offers a solution to this problem; it has the potential both to improve image quality and to let the operators make more effective use of their time. The literature concerned with adaptive TGC is briefly reviewed. A microcomputer-controlled system has been used to develop various algorithms for adaptive TGC. The algorithms operate in real-time and have been tested using a grey-scale test object, and clinically in routine abdominal and obstetric scanning. The imaging characteristics of each algorithm are determined largely by the value of a parameter beta, described in the text. It is concluded that adaptive TGC capable of applying a unique gain function to each part of the image can consistently produce better images than a single gain function set either automatically or manually.